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What we’re covering today

• Introduction

• Impetus for Program Transformation
– From Reactive to Proactive to Handle Brexit Uncertainty & Beyond

• Improving Risk Visibility
– Financial Health and Other Risk Areas
– Coordinating Information and Data Insights

• Proactive Risk Best Practices
– Sellafield’s Process: Identifying Needs and Taking Action
– Minimizing and Preventing Exposure at Disruption
– Maintaining Fresh Data for Full Risk Visibility

• Key Takeaways

Agenda
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We’re Entering More Volatile Times

• Brexit uncertainty

• US Government shutdown

• Trade, tariffs and China

• Carillion and corporate failures 

• Interest rates and global capital markets volatility

Impetus for Program Transformation
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From Passive to Proactive

With uncertainty looming, the possibility for another systemic supply chain disruption isn’t going 
anywhere. 

• Period of strange times with significant uncertainty 
• The certainty is furthering fragility and failure within the supply chain
• Is your business informed and prepared should failure occur?
• What's the impact of not having intelligent data and robust contingency plans?

Brexit Planning:

Impetus for Program Transformation

• As of November 2018, most organizations 
hadn’t started planning for Brexit 1

• Less than 1/3 feel prepared for a “no deal” 
option 1

1“Brexit Preparedness Report” BCI

https://www.thebci.org/news/first-bci-brexit-readiness-report.html
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Consequences of Passive Supplier Risk Management

A large, systemic supply chain disruption such as Carillion is enough to bring passive supplier 
risk management programs to a crippling halt, even if the companies aren’t directly impacted.

These types of disruption can lead to: 

• Business continuity issues or an inability to operate

• Potential impact on health, safety & security

• Reputational damage

• Challenging shareholder questions and maintaining confidence

• Social impact

Impetus for Program Transformation
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Risk Control Areas are Intertwined

• Studies reveal companies with poor financial health experience issues in supplier performance
• Financially weak companies will deal with compounding performance issues in case of Brexit delays

Risk Areas Are Connected 

1“The Brexit Storm” CIPS October 2018

1

https://www.cips.org/Documents/Knowledge/Procurement-Topics-and-Skills/Brexit/CIPS-Brexit_Report_20pp_A4_Issue_4_1018_WEB.pdf
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Centralized Data & Analytics

• Siloed data and business units
• Systems that don’t interact
• No mandate for systematic programs
• Payment data, not financials
• Stale data  

Evolving Risk Management: Using Data & Technology

Centralized systems, analytics and 
processes, and consistent and fresh 

data can be the foundation of 
optimal risk management
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Algorithmically profiling companies to understand short- and long-term direction

• Using financial statements to see deeply into a company

• Building supplier relationships based on high standards of transparency

• Defining a process for ongoing monitoring to detect changes over time

• Operationalizing results and having an escalation process

• Creating a common risk language across business units

What Does it Mean to Evaluate Financial Health?
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Identifying Needs and Taking Action

Implementing a proactive approach to supplier risk today can lead to benefits tomorrow:

• Clear accountabilities

• Visibility of emerging risk

• Drive supplier dialogue/ confidence in recovery

• Confidence in contingencies

• Stakeholder confidence

• Time to act

Sellafield’s Process
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Bringing the Data to Life

Reaping the full benefits of insights gained from data requires:

• Leadership and change

• Strong communication and clarity

• Investment in your people (time, training and commitment)

• Clear accountability, responsibilities, and consequences – both internally 
and externally

• Recognition

Sellafield’s Process
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Minimizing and Preventing Exposure at Disruption

Just one supplier failure can cause a ripple effect – especially in an industry with tight competition 
& many shared, key Tier 1 and Tier 2 suppliers.

• Financial Health Rating (FHR) deteriorated dramatically in 2017 Q2
– Giving early warning ahead of liquidation

• UK Construction Services Industry was also falling behind global peers
– UK top 10 had a below average FHR of 40.5 compared to a healthy 62 for Global Top 20
– Average decline over the previous 12 months was -14 for UK Top 10 compared to -3.14 for Global Top 20

Key Risk Indicator: Financial Health
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Maintaining Fresh Data for Full Risk Visibility
Fresh data heightens risk visibility of suppliers and enables risk managers to:
• Catch early warning signs
• Limit opportunity cost
• Build the most resilient supply chain

Private Companies can require extra effort or pose a challenge, but can’t be ignored.
• Typically reluctant to disclose information and largely underrepresented in a risk management program
• Yet, they make up 70% to 80% of the typical company’s counterparties
• Their unique dynamics make them change faster
• But data availability is challenging 

Best Practices

“The country’s biggest private contractor [Laing O’Rourke] was due to have lodged its 2018 accounts 
with Companies House at the end of September last year but for the second year in a row the firm is 

running months behind schedule.” 1

1Laing O’Rourke promise late accounts ‘soon’ as firm heralds progress on refinancing

https://www.building.co.uk/news/laing-orourke-promises-late-accounts-soon-as-firm-heralds-progress-on-refinancing/5097227.article
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Drawing Comparisons: UK Private Manufacturing vs. Total Coverage

• UK manufacturing companies drop faster than the rest of total coverage
– 14.2% of private UK manufacturing companies started in Very Low Risk/Low Risk and dropped to High Risk/Very 

High Risk
– vs. just 11.3% of the rest of private companies
– and 4.8% of public companies

• UK manufacturing companies showed more improvement overall than the rest of private coverage
– 53.2% of UK manufacturing companies starting in Very High Risk improved vs. 45.7% of the rest of private 

coverage
– 36.2% of UK manufacturing companies starting in Very High Risk improved vs. 31.4% of the rest of private 

coverage

Unlocking Data Insights
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Key Takeaways

• Heightened geopolitical risk on the horizon brings increased uncertainty and impaired risk visibility

• Systemic supply chain disruptions are nothing new, and there are plenty of lessons to be learned and 
benefits realized

• Getting ahead of 2019’s risk will require transforming passive approaches of the past to proactive risk 
management

• Stale financial data makes risk harder to measure and creates holes in overall risk management strategy

• Financial health can be used as a common language to close the gap between business units drives risk 
management efficiencies

Conclusion
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Q&A

Please enter any questions into the chat box on your screen and we will take as many as possible live.  If 
you have any follow up questions, please reach out to Alan, James, or info@rapidratings.com.

Alan Hartley
Head of Procurement & Supply Chain Delivery
Sellafield
alan.hartley@sellafieldsites.com

James H. Gellert
Chairman & CEO
RapidRatings
+1. 646 233 4600

Thank You!

mailto:info@rapidratings.com
mailto:alan.hartley@sellafieldsites.com
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